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Dear Parents, Carers and Families
In September 2019 we are
celebrating the end of the
building work which has taken
place throughout the school over
the last 18 months. At the end of
the programme, we don’t have
a new building, and we have just
one new room – a smart food
technology suite. So what was
happening during all that time?
Our building is over 50 years old,
and our programme of works
replaced pipes (4 miles in total),
so that our water and heating
systems are fit for purpose for the
next 50 years. Conditions work
on the Assembly Hall, including
renewed windows, doors and
heating, will ensure that the
building is warm and suitable for
daily use. Our electric cabling has
been widely replaced.
Our care for the building
symbolises our care for the
school, its students and its local
community. In recent years, we
have focused on deep repairs
and improvements to what
was already there, rather than
knocking everything down and
starting again. The result is a school
with a very clear sense of purpose,
and a solid foundation from which
to build to the next exciting phase
of the school’s journey.

Nicholas John with Cllr Mason, LaSWAP Director Mayo Ogunlabi
and successful students from all the schools in the LaSWAP sixth
form consortium on A level results day

We have ambitious plans
for our Assembly Hall. Phase
2 of the improvements will
see the already improved
building transformed into a
world class performance and
exhibition space for school and
community use. As you will read
in this newsletter, fundraising
and design plans are already
underway.
We are also a growing school.
This year, we were heavily
oversubscribed in Y7, and there
are only a few spare places
in other year groups. Our aim
is to meet the needs of the
community we serve, and
that means understanding the
aspirations of local people and
reflecting their concerns and
priorities.
We were delighted again to
be able to claim strong exam
results at GCSE and post 16.
These reflect the hard work of
our students and the high quality
of teaching. Our extra-curricular
programme gets stronger every
year, with our lunchtime clubs
and inter-form competitions
especially popular.

Above all, we value our school
being safe and happy. Every family
locally will want to understand how
their school is working with children
to promote youth safety. I represent
Headteachers on the Camden
Youth Safety Taskforce. We have
also received a grant from the
Youth Safety Fund to work with local
partners to develop programmes to
support those who are vulnerable.
We are looking forward to sharing
the outcomes of this work with
others, and making a contribution
to youth safety work across the
borough.
I hope you enjoy reading our
newsletter. The talents of our young
people shine through on every
page.
With best wishes

Nicholas John
Headteacher

njohn@aclandburghley.camden.sch.uk

Killing Eve on location
We always knew that Acland Burghley was a very
special building, but having the hit BBC drama,
Killing Eve, filmed at our school made us just a little
bit more proud of it.
As our Site Development Manager, Lucy Whiting,
put it: “It was really exciting having the Killing Eve
production team on site and seeing our listed,
Brutalist building featured in a new light on screen.”

Villanelle, aka Jodie Comer, looks through
the school fence at Eve's husband Nico

The series, which was originally written by Phoebe
Waller-Bridge, attracts nearly four million viewers
every week and won three BAFTAs this year.
The team filmed the third episode of Series 2
at the school during the summer holidays last
year. Superstar Jodie Comer – who plays the
psychopathic main character, Villanelle, in the
series – can be seen walking up the school ramp,
then hanging out on the staircase.
Her on-screen counterpart, secret service agent
Eve, played by Sandra Oh, is married to a maths
teacher at a school called St Theobald's – or, as
we know it, Acland Burghley. One shot shows Eve
and her husband Nico running through the school
corridors after Oh sets off the fire alarm.
School staff first got a call from the production
team last year. Yolanda Baguma, from the lettings
company Schools Plus, manages the school for film
shoots. She said: “When the BBC production team
contacted us they said they liked the architecture
of Acland Burghley and the general look of the
school.”
The team made key bits of the school look
particularly striking through clever lighting.
Lucy Whiting recalls:

Eve, aka Sandra Oh, walks through the
Assembly Hall corridors

The main characters gather on the school ramp
for the fire alarm

“The stairwells, hall and classrooms were
transformed through the creative vision
of the production team and interesting
details of the building were spotted and
used well.”
Burghley is regularly used by film crews, which
means we get some extra donations towards our
plans to make the Assembly Hall a top creative
space for the whole community.
Our Headteacher, Nicholas John, was thrilled that
our iconic building has featured in such a high
profile series. He said: “In the time that I have been
Headteacher at Acland Burghley I have grown
to love the building more and more. I am thrilled
that the production team for Killing Eve share my
enthusiasm for its architecture. It looks stunning in
the series.”
Another series is in the offing – so keep your eyes
peeled for more Burghley bits, because Nico the
maths teacher is still of this world.
Madeleine Holt
Associate Governor

Behind the scenes on the day
of shooting on 30 August 2018

Let’s create a Theatre for All
Join us in an ambitious project to return our
Grade 2 listed Assembly Hall to its original
vision – a world-class performance space
for our students and the local community.
When the hall was designed
in 1966, it was considered to
be at the forefront of theatre
design, and the opportunities it
provided to students gave birth
to the school’s reputation for
creativity and the performing
arts. However, as the years
went by, the hall fell into a
state of disrepair.
Poor acoustics of the present
layout and a staging setup
that does not allow for a
dressing room or access to the
unique amphitheatre outside
limits the performing arts
curriculum the school is able to
provide for the students, as well
as after school provision.
Here’s what students had to
say about the project:

“It would be great to
have a performing arts
school after school and
weekends, that puts on
shows.”
“…a place for people to
express their creativity”
To find out more and to
donate, visit our website:
www.aclandburghley.
camden.sch.uk/Support-us/
Donate---a-theatre-for-all/

Celebrating
excellence
In its second year running,
the end of year Celebrating
excellence art exhibition
and awards evening drew
a big crowd once again as
the whole school community
came together to celebrate
the arts and the students’
achievements in the academic
year of 2018-19.
The beautifully Brutalist
Assembly Hall was unfortunately
still out of action but the school
made the most of the situation.
The main draw of the evening,
the Similarities and Variations
art exhibition of GCSE, A level
and BTEC work was held in the
art rooms instead. This meant
more chances to see dance
and drama performances as
visitors made their way along
the foyer and up the stairs.
The varied artwork was also
able to spread out and visitors
enjoyed weaving through the
interlocking art classrooms to
see all the pieces. Meanwhile
our Artist in Residence Mark
Wallinger presented the
whole-school awards by the
amphitheatre. Read more
about Mark’s work with our
students on page 16.
With vegetarian, vegan and
hallal options, there was also
something tasty to eat for
everyone at the barbecue put
on the by the brilliant volunteers
of the abPTA.
Yana Markey
Communications Officer

Acland Burghley’s first Pride Day
Across the world, June is recognised as Pride Month for the LGBTQ+ community. This year marked the
50th anniversary of the Stonewall riots which kick-started the LGBTQ+ rights movement across the world.
Around the country, schools and colleges representing 1.2 million students took part in School Diversity
Week during the first week of July to raise awareness for LGBTQ+ equality in education. At Acland
Burghley, lots of students were involved in the making of the day and managed to raise £194.90 which
was donated to the Albert Kennedy Trust, a charity that supports LGBTQ+ youth homelessness.
In the lead up to the day, students had sessions with their tutors to discuss LGBTQ+ matters to raise
awareness, challenge misconceptions and ultimately explain why pride is still needed in 2019.
This event has marked a starting point for LGBTQ+ students and has also encouraged other students to
celebrate the diverse community within our school. To follow on from this, Ms Hamp and I will be running
an LGBTQ+ group in September that all students will be welcome to join.
Jordan Williams
Dance Teacher

PSHCEE Drop down day
On 19 July, Diverse Voices delivered a
fun and though-provoking PSHCEE Drop
down day. The new Y10 left the sessions
better informed on healthy relationships,
body image and consent.

Know your onions
Our Gardening Club was a real
success this year. I’m so glad it
started much earlier this year
and all of our students could
experience the full life cycle of
our plants. They enjoyed the hard
work, happily coming back each
week for watering, weeding and
finally harvesting.
On 6 March, one of the
Curriculum Technicians for
Science said, “Our Garden club
is well under way. We have all
sorts growing (even vegetables
such as pak choi, radish, basil
and of course flowers for the
bees). We plan to plant our crops
in the wildlife area which we dug
over last week and even spotted
some frogs!”
The students also showed their
knowledge and represented our
school with pride during trips to
the Skip Garden and Camden
Street Market. The group needed
minimal directions and support
during the Market Day as they
organised advertising, pricing
and the stall. As always, the
Master Chef class was the
biggest success. Know Your
Onions professional chef Ruth
Quinlan was impressed by the
cooking skills of our gardeners.
They cooked delicious vegan
meals from scratch under 30
minutes, using our home grown
Bok Choy and strawberries for
the salad. They all loved seeing
the vegetables and flowers
growing from seeds, looking
after them and harvesting at
the end of the growing season.
It has been amazing to see our
students enjoying the simple
things created by nature,
even in our current world filled
with electronics and other
distractions.
Adrian Ruda
Teaching and Learning Assistant

Meet Mathew
Anthony
On 27 May, Mathew Anthony collected
the most amount of votes to become
Acland Burghley's newest Parent
Governor. Thank you to all the parents
for taking the time to vote and all the
other candidates for taking part in
what was a close contest! Read below
for a reminder of Mathew's statement.
“My mother abruptly decided to leave
an abusive relationship and I moved to
London as a young child.
Readjusting to life was quite exciting as
I had many new opportunities; sports,
music, DofE and I excelled in core
subjects. I was quite a bright lad at
school and won lots of medals in sports.
I grew up in Tottenham and attended St
Thomas More School in Wood Green.
When I left school, I hung out in
the notoriously known Broad Water
Farm, where shootings and stabbings
occurred on a regular basis. I joined
a known gang from Tottenham and
witnessed a lot of my friends get killed
and injured.
I got out of it in my early 20s and
now help keep kids on the straight
and narrow through my passion for
sport and also have many different
fundraising events to help raise money
to take kids on residential trips and to
support them. My passion to make a
difference within the community is what
drives me. I have worked with youth
and teenage kids for the last 15 years.
I have twin boys in Y10 which I moved
from another school to ABS. They
absolutely love Acland Burghley and I
have seen their confidence grow. As a
young, enthusiastic male I have been
through a lot in life and understand
what it is like to be a young person
growing up in today’s society. I feel I
can not only advise and support but
act as a voice for the kids.”

Alumni spotlight
Name: David A. Scott
Year of leaving:1967
Job title: Professor, Department
of Art History, UCLA
and Founding
Director,
UCLA/Getty
Conservation
Graduate
Programme.

A day in the life
What time do you start and finish
work, and what’s your work
environment like?
As a University Professor we
have no set hours really. One
can work as much or as little as
one chooses, but most UCLA
professors never stop work! We
have to publish to keep up and
get promoted. I have written 150
peer-reviewed papers and eight
books.
What might you do in a typical
day at work?
One might supervise a graduate
student working on conserving an
Egyptian coffin or ancient Greek
fibula, or read student essays or
hold tutorials or give a lecture.
The students will be in the Getty
Villa laboratories in Malibu or at
the UCLA main campus in Los
Angeles, California. There might
be some time for research too,
but I seem to get most of this
work done at home. I have been
using the wonderful libraries of
the Getty and UCLA extensively.
I have an Instagram site, all
archaeometallurgy, called
Davidscottmetals with
465 followers.
What do you most enjoy about
your job?
Interaction with committed
graduate students; taking an
undergraduate on a different
life-path, lecturing on a new
course rather than a stale old
one which has been taught for
years, and the great possibilities
to see or discover fascinating
work by one’s colleagues in other
departments or at the Getty
Museum itself, where I used to be
head of the Research Lab.

What do you find most
challenging about your job?
Intellectual strife and strain
can be demanding, but can
lead to new avenues: my
latest book, published by
UCLA Press: Art: Authenticity,
Restoration, Forgery published
in 2016 was a big effort on
my part to try to grapple
in a serious way with the
notion of authenticity
from philosophical and
scientific perspectives. I got
a Guggenheim Fellowship
for this. Keeping up the
publication record can be a
challenge and a pleasure as
yet another peer-reviewed
article appears in the
literature.
What experience and
qualifications do you need
to do your job, and do you
have any advice for current
students looking to go into
your sector?
Most of us fall into
Conservation by chance.
Museum experience as an
intern or volunteer combined
with a degree will help. The
International Institute for
conservation website is also a
helpful resource.

A coin from the early centuries
AD on David Scott's Instagram
account Davidscottmetals

Also in Alumni news,
Tom Harper, former student and Wild
Rose director praised the school in
the Islington Tribune in April. He said
“I was totally inspired by my teachers
at Acland Burghley,” and “I cannot
state how important Acland Burghley
was.” Meanwhile Actor and playwright
Che Walker directed and starred in
Intra Muros at Park Theatre and Akala
released his new book “Natives: Race
and Class in the Ruins of Empire.”

In August, alumnus and musician Jesse
Hackett collaborated with Chicagobased artist Mariano Chavez to create
multimedia pieces of art. Check out
Teethagency.com to find out more.
Also in August, former student Carl Blarx
released his new single, “Be Nice”.

A call out
to Alumni

Are you in touch with
any former Acland
Burghley students?
We're looking to alumni
to inspire the current
generation of students.
Former students can get in touch by emailing
ymarkey@aclandburghley.camden.sch.uk

At City
airport
On a dreary
day on 26
June, a
group of
students with
additional
educational
needs went on a trip East. They learned about different
modes of transport by riding on the DLR tube, the
Emirates cable car and the Thames clipper.

Careers Week
Students were treated to
a special run of assemblies
during Careers Week 4-9
March. Visiting speakers
included former student
and business owner
George Pitkeathley, BBC
Journalist and Acland
Burghley parent Justin
Rowlatt and community
arts group Walls on Walls.
Meanwhile another
Acland Burghley parent
and journalist Bee Rowlatt
came in on two separate
occasions to talk to
the students. To a small
group in the library on 27
February, one of her writer
tips was to "Be the kind
of student that puts their
hand up in class" while
during a Y10 assembly on
6 March, she told students
all about the importance
of effective storytelling.
Here’s what Bee reported
back to us: “What

brilliant kids, very
proud to share in their
discussions around
fake news, reporting
the environment, and
lots more!”

Yana Markey
Communications Officer

Down’s
syndrome Day
On 21 March, our AEN
department marked down’s
syndrome day by each
wearing an odd sock to
represent the extra gene.

Autism
Awareness Day
Y9 and Y10 took part in a
range of creative workshops
for World Autism Awareness
Day and learnt more about
the music industry at the
same time!
On Tuesday 2 April, it was Autism
Awareness Day. We kicked off the
week with a staff Bake Off where
we had autistic students on the
judging panel. Thank you to the 8
members of staff who entered the
competition and put a smile on the
students’ faces when they saw and
tasted each cake. The winner of

the staff bake off was AEN Teacher
Billy Pinches who baked not one,
but two cakes. A for effort!
We also did a bake
sale where our
ASD students once
more sold lots of
cakes, biscuits and
doughnuts from
parent and staff
contributions. The
AEN department
raised £82.77 in total.
Thank you to those
who contributed
and bought items.
On Autism
Awareness Day itself,
we had a creative, informative
and fun filled day for 100 students.
They had the chance to work with
professionals to make their own
beat and song and take part in
a photography workshop run by
a photographer of well-known
celebrities. Some students also
took part in a fitness session with a
personal fitness instructor, which was
accompanied by a live DJ set. The
other half of the students worked
on a writing session where they
were taught by songwriters how to
develop their own song and were
given a music business lesson. Last
but not least, the whole of Y9 and
Y10 attended assembly where there
was a panel of speakers and a
performance by well-known music
group NSG. The day was busy with
a lot going on but all of the students
who took part in the workshops
during periods 1-4 were superb and
there was positive feedback from
all involved in the day. Thank you to
all who made the day a success.
Keisha Johnson
Curriculum Leader

Y10 Spring term
roundup

A word about
Flying Start

In April, Y10 girls attended a Royal
Free Hospital Taster Day to find
out about different roles within the
hospital and how to become the
health professionals of the future.

For the third year running, Acland
Burghley has begun the second summer
term after the May half term break with the
‘Flying Start’. This means we started the new
academic year and all students moved up
a year group early. Students had a new
timetable, with new teachers, in new
groups. So Y7 became New Y8, Y8
became New Y9 etc.
Congratulations to @JPFoundation
award winner and @Acland_
Burghley #peermentor Reg who
blew us away with leading a
session on #mentalheallth to his
peers and sharing knowledge
on where to get help if you
need it! #Camden #YouthAction
#peermentoring #peersupport

Y7 Sustainers

@FYAonroad
aka Fitzrovia Youth in Action

Camden’s young Sustainers
from six secondary schools
sharing their ideas & action
plans on #climatecrisis - clothes
swaps, water fountains, meat
free mondays, school cycle
lanes, plastic ban, climate crisis
comic & much more. Wish we
could bottle their enthusiasm &
optimism!
@Georgia_Gould aka Cllr for
Kentish Town ward and
Leader of Camden Council

Everybody’s
talking about
Jamie
To celebrate the end of a
fantastic year at Acland
Burghley, Y8 girls (the ‘new Y9’)
went on a trip to the Apollo
Theatre to watch the award
winning musical ‘Everybody’s
talking about Jamie’. Inspired
by a true story, the play follows
the journey of Jamie New, a 16
year old living in a council estate
in Sheffield who doesn’t fit in
and is terrified about the future.
Supported by his brilliant mum
and friends, Jamie overcomes
prejudice, beats the bullies and
enters into the spotlight. Students
loved the play, so much so many
of them are off to see it again
during the holidays!

Olivia in 10KWY raised a
tremendous amount of money
while running 10k for Cancer
Research in May. We can't praise
your dedication and hard work
enough and are all very proud of
you!

Peer Mentoring
Two groups of students have
taken part in a peer mentoring
scheme run by Fitzrovia Youth in
Action (FYA), Mind in Camden
(MiC) and the Tavistock and
Portman NHS Foundation Trust.
The project promotes peer to
peer support by bringing together
groups of young people to
complete group activities and
pair exercises that help them to
build their resilience. To celebrate
the success of completing these
schemes, the students involved
were then invited on a rewards
trip where they went go-karting
on 23 May.

The Y10 business class took part
in Dragon’s Den workshops
aimed at solidifying their business
knowledge, creating new
innovative designs and boosting
their confidence when presenting
their own ideas. The feedback from
both the students as well as the
visitors who delivered the workshop
was excellent, it was great seeing
the students all gain confidence
as well as impress us all with their
already excellent business skills.
You all did fantastically!
Christina Louka
Y10 Student Progress Leader

New Y11 impress
during Work
Experience week
I was amazed at the
placements students
secured themselves for work
experience week on 15 July.
On top of this, the employers
who kindly stepped up to offer
placements to students who
had faced difficulties securing
their own work experience,
have again been tremendous,
and we are very grateful for
all the support shown by these
employers.
Our students received
some fantastic feedback
from employers and visiting
staff without any negative
comments which is a reflection
on how well our students have
grasped the idea of work
experience and been willing
to run with it. They have been
a credit to themselves and the
school.
Tracey Maker
Careers education,
information, advice and
guidance Co-ordinator

What students said
“I will be working at the girl
guides headquarters. During
work experience I will be
answering the phone and
helping customers with all
inquiries and helping to plan
and prepare for future events.”
Victoria A, 11CGE
“I will be working at City of
Islington College. During work
experience I will be handling
and caring for the animals as
well as helping with the upkeep
of the site and preparing for
new animals.”
Luke M, 11CGE
“I'm honoured they asked me
to manage their @instagram
and @Twitter accounts for
the day, so stay tuned for
upcoming posts.”
Shanai Pedro under the alias of
@JacarandaBooks on 16 July

What employers said
“It was lovely meeting Tyler today
– she had a broad interest in both
the creative and accounting side
of the business which was great to
hear.”
Davis Sims Photography
“Aiden is a bright young man who
has completed everything asked
of him to a high standard. Aiden
has been polite, punctual and
attentive.”
Yahire
“Jake was a little shy at dealing
with customers at first but is
getting more confident all the
time. He is keen to get involved in
all aspect of the business and he
has an amazing smile.”
Bread by Bike
“Asim is early for work every day,
he is a pleasure to have with us
at the pharmacy. Yes we would
place him again next year.”
Chemtex
“I think Max did really well and I
cannot think of anything he needs
to improve on as he carried out
every task asked of him.”
LBC
“Huge, warm welcome to Shanai
Pedro. Shanai is an absolute
delight, a very keen and
discerning reader with an interest
in rights, data and contracts!
Watch out for her posts on our
social media and website.”
@JacarandaBooks on 15 July
“Another busy day in the world
of #publishing for Shanai. Today
she has been tackling #data
updates in @consonance_app,
preparing mailings and writing for
the website.
#workexperience
#futurepublisher”
@JacarandaBookson 17 July

What teachers said
“Maya is really enjoying her
placement and it is very
meaningful, as she wants to be
a primary school teacher in the
future.”
“Patrick is learning about
particular cases, supporting
admin and is always very helpful
to staff on a day to day basis.”

Celebrating Y11 Leavers
Staff celebrated and recognised student
achievements on the Y11 Leavers’ day at
the end of June. It was an incredible day
for a cohort for whom there has been an
overwhelming sense of belonging. Y11s looked
immaculate on arrival to the red carpet where
they were welcomed by the whole school to
their final assembly.
Each tutor shared their memories of the five
years including films that were made in Y7,
Y8 and Y9 that affectionately recalled some
wonderful times that we have all played a part
in making. All students received personalised
certificates of excellence and we were
fortunate to have a performance by Dorothy
Brock and Acland Burghley Alumnus Awate
who finished off proceedings with a live set
from his latest Album ‘Happiness’. Sincere
thanks to both who gave their time and
talents to make this event memorable and
the numerous staff who helped on the day to
make the Performing Arts block look magical!
There was time for a quick barbecue before
students went on to the Rock Tower for
further celebrations. Again thanks to all who
supported this and the offsite party which
looked astounding. This was due to the support
from Carol Dean and a number of parents
within the year group who selflessly dedicated
their time and skills in dressing the venue. Ms
Dean has led on fundraising for the event with
a number of parents since Y7 and if not for her
relentless energy and boundless enthusiasm,
this party would not have been possible. Thank
you too to all Y7 parents who have donated
funds and cakes for sale over the years to
ensure the success of the evening. I would also
like to thank Ms Oakley and her workplace
Love Productions who injected a very
generous £1000 to the funds. Sincere thanks
to Letty Kavanagh and Richard
Mckerrow for their big-hearted
gesture.
The party was a huge success
and resulted in students and
staff dancing until the doors shut.
Thank you to the amazingly hard
working and dedicated tutors
that made the day so lovely.
Again, may I take this opportunity
to say on behalf of the team,
both past and present, what
a privilege it has been to be
involved with the personal
development and progress of
the cohort. We wish the Class of
2019 all the best for their future
successes!
Oliver Rosen
Year Team Leader – Y11

Work experience
This year Y12 students went out on
placement in both May and July.
Here’s what their employers had to
say:
“Correctly calculated nearly all
problems”
“Five out of five for communication.
Asked lots of good questions
throughout and presented his work
well.”
“Five out of five for working with others.
Received excellent feedback from the
traders.”
“Ralfie was hardworking, engaging
and a pleasure to supervise. Ben, the
head trader also said ‘possibly the
most engaging young man we’ve had
in the dealings room – very switched
on’”
Marathon Asset Management
on Ralfie S
“She was great to have as a
placement… She was flexible with her
tasks and worked well with others”
Lauderdale House on Cadena S

Futures Day
Y12 students had
an immensely
productive day
during LaSWAP’s
Futures Day on 24
June.
Students found
out more about
life post-school
and the choices
on offer. A big thank you to all the
universities, apprenticeship providers
and other organisations for taking
part!
Yana Markey
Communications Officer

Blood Wedding – LaSWAP’s first play
During two runs on 8 and 9 July at RADA studios, LaSWAP
performing arts students put on their first production as a
consortium. Below budding writer and Y11 student at La Sainte
Union school Kimberley Roa Torres De Sousa gives her verdict on
the gripping drama.

Review: Blood Wedding, at RADA studios
Students from La Sainte Union, Acland Burghley, William Ellis,
and Parliament Hill schools took to the Rada stage on July 8-9,
bringing to explosive life, Lorca’s Blood Wedding.
Although the 1932 play was publicised as a “rural tragedy”, the
young actors set the story in a gritty urban setting – mirroring
today’s gang violence, knife crime and rivalries.
The play begins with a frenzy of characters, dressed in white, red
and blue tracksuits (symbolising the Union flag), panicking over
two stab victims, a foreshadowing of the bloodshed to come.
Behind all the action and panic, one detail of the set stood out
in particular. Capturing Lorca’s warnings about knives, and the
political climate in London, the set features a brick wall carrying
the names of every city street that has seen a stabbing in 2019.
Director Sarah O’Keefe and assistant Lorraine Molins, as well
as stage management students, clearly saw the opportunity to
make a strong statement about the fatal issue and incorporated
this into the urbanised setting.
The intense feelings surrounding pain, violence and love, as well
as the subtle supernatural elements, were powerfully evoked by
the students, using newly devised and choreographed dance
sequences, live freshly composed R&B music and, above all,
their passion and connection with their roles.
Through each bold and ambitious choice, the LaSWAP
consortium successfully put on a suspenseful and raw
performance of Blood Wedding, transforming the tale of
a runaway bride and the two men who love her, into an
examination of society. One particularly haunting question,
delivered by a woodcutter, stayed with me: “Do you think they
will break out of the circle?”
Kimberley Roa Torres De Sousa
Y11 student at La Sainte Union
(As featured in the Camden New Journal on 18 July)

We are the
Champions!
For four years our Y12s
have entered the Envision
Community Challenge Project,
and this year we are thrilled to
be crowned champions!

As in prevous years, we
entered two teams and it was
extremely difficult to separate
them both. However, we could
only have one group go to
the final and it was ‘It’s About
Time’ who came away with the
glory.
Their project highlighted the
scourge of street harassment
for women and young girls.
Basing their presentation on
their own and others’ lived
experiences, they showed
great passion and commitment
to the project, which included
meeting with the Met Police
and identifying places of safety
for young women to go in the
local area if they are being
harassed.
However, it would not be fair
to overlook our second group,
‘For Us, By Us’, who were just
as passionate in their project
championing the vote for 16
-17 year olds. I am convinced
that if they had made the final
we would still have brought

home the spoils, as they were also
fantastic and did us proud.
Both teams were present at
City Hall in the final on 6 June to
see ‘It’s About Time’ crowned
champions; a testament to the
way the year group have bonded
as they all shared in the glory and

success. We are so proud of them.
Congratulations!

There’s something
about Jamie
Never mind everybody talking
about Jamie, I thought to myself,
sitting up in the ‘Gods’ in a rather
cramped seat. Rather than
everyone talking about Jamie, it
was more the case that every actor
would need to shout about him if I
was going to hear them.
However, my fears were
extinguished immediately as the
cast belted out their first number
in what became a most fantastic
sixth form rewards trip to the Apollo
Theatre, seeing a musical about
a young man who dreamed of
becoming a drag artist. The theatre
was big, the cast was big, the songs
were big and so was our group,
and boy did they all have the most
wonderful time. Our group was
unanimous in their standing ovation
at the end and, in the case of
Emanuella T, left our own Acland

Burghley mark with the main
actor by shouting ‘Alfie Moon’ (an
‘Eastenders’ character played by
Shane Ritchie who was in play).
Jamie definitely raised an eyebrow!
We all got a massive buzz
from the trip and the students
were incredibly grateful for the

opportunity. The title of the musical
was certainly true, and afterwards
we couldn’t stop talking about
Jamie!
Ron Stokes
Year Team Leader – Y12 & Y13

Max Green in Y11 wrote the
following essay in response to an
article on The Day about George
Orwell’s famous novel entitled
‘1984 at 70: Still relevant says
Orwell’s son’ during the Animal
Farm revision unit.

Do you think for
yourself?
World Book day
We celebrated World Book Day
on 7 March with a mega Book
Quiz in the Library at lunchtime
and created some comic book
art.

First Story

Acland Burghley’s
published author
For the past three terms, Alex
Lutman in Y12, has been taking
part in First Story, a programme
which enables young writers to
work with an author to produce
their own poetry. They have
been working on their poems,
drafting and editing, and
have produced a wonderful
anthology called ‘Landfill’.
On Wednesday 26 June, Alex
performed his brilliant poetry
in the First Story Celebration
event in Kings Cross. It was a
great evening showcasing the
amazing talent of Alex and the
other LaSWAP students. You can
find a copy of the anthology in
the Library if you want to have a
read. Well done, Alex!
Simona Businaro
English Teacher

To think for oneself
1. have an independent mind or
attitude.

conform to society and as we grow
up everything around us pressures us
into acting, speaking and eventually
acting a certain way. Most of us
conform to others’ views and beliefs,
such as institutionalised religion and
political beliefs, and only a handful
of pioneers come up with something
new. Even these people cannot be
certain they think for themselves as
they too have been influenced by
their teachers and peers.

Everyone wants to push an agenda
on other people to make them
think a certain way, and no one is
The complicated question ‘Do
impervious to it. Every corporation
you think for yourself’ requires
wants your money, every party
a complicated answer. How
wants your vote, every person wants
can you define ‘free-thinking’ if
to be liked. While ordinary people
even the way we think is deeply
may be oblivious to the million
influenced by our surroundings
subliminal messages we send out and
and the people we interact with? receive every day, corporations and
Most literate adults think in words
governments are actively trying to
and sentences – regardless of their manipulate you in insidious ways to
language – words and sentences
control your thoughts and thereby
that come from the society we
gain power.
live in, not ourselves. In this way,
developers and influencers of our Think about it. Have you ever
gone a day without seeing an
language change the way we
think, just the first example of how advertisement? On the Tube and
on websites and on billboards and
deeply our thought is influenced.
on apps and on posters and on
Thought is considered to be
private and personal and beyond the buses that navigate our city
the influence of corporations and thousands of times a day, ads are
everywhere. They have been made
governments and other people;
impossible to avoid in cities and
perhaps the only thing we can
towns to subtly force us to buy their
consider to be real. However,
products.
this is a deceit. Everything we
perceive is processed as it enters
In Orwell’s novels 1984 and Animal
into our brains, and what we
Farm the idea of governmental
consciously and subconsciously
control over the masses’ perception
remember shapes our thoughts
of the world around them, even of
and dreams forever. So how can
themselves, is extensively discussed.
we think for ourselves?
In both novels, the people in power
Why would we think for ourselves? abuse their positions to gaslight
everyone else to maintain power
After the academic stage of our
and take advantage of those they
lives is over, and perhaps even
control. 1984 falls into the dystopian
during it, there is no need to
genre, but is it so far from states like
think for ourselves. The way the
North Korea? And how would we
educational system is structured,
know if we were living in one of those
we are bombarded with external
states?
ideas in the hopes that we will
remember some and transfer it
onto paper to prove we have
been indoctrinated. There is
no room for free thought. After
that, with the world’s words at
our fingertips with access to the
Internet, we no longer have to
pretend to think for ourselves.
The media tells us how to live our
lives with films and books. From a
young age we are moulded by
those we have contact with to

One experiment that helps prove the
influence of others on our thoughts
is that performed by Solomon Asch.
He took three lines of varying length
to compare with another line.
While the correct line is obvious,
people changed their answers to an
incorrect line if their peers chose that
line. This shows the alarming effect of
those around us on our very minds,
creating the question of whether
anything we think is real.

My Piem

Maths successes
Y10 mathematicians represented Acland Burghley in a
nationwide competition designed to find the students with
the best reasoning and mathematical skills held in the City of
London on 13 May.
Two students won the Pi memorisation competition – Amir B and
Mohamed A.
Meanwhile Nathan L, Joe F, Josephine R and Aran S were all part
of a team that came 4th across London. The other team of Beau
B, Sean D, Isla D and Betty S also scored really highly! Both teams
are pictured below.
Dixie McLean
Head of Maths Faculty

A piem is a poem
Not a wish
that represents pi in
314
a way such that the
A story:
number of letters in each
15
word represents the
beginning in
corresponding digit
joyful souls
of pi.
9265
And quick thinkers
358
Knowledge through Babylonia
979
Was to put Kingdoms into flames
323846
Pi.
2
Legacy from the old darkness
64338
All of ancient splendour leave
32795
Silhouette of vanished equation
10 (0) 2 8 8
that a territory ignored, a nation
419716
‘Surrender for humanity’s arrogance
9399
The geometry still I diminished
3 7 5 1 10 (0)
Today wreckage is persistent, invisible
5 8 2 10 (0)
Remains from forgotten ages
7494
Joe F, Y7

UKMT* challenge winners Comissioned cover
*United Kingdom Mathematics Trust

New Y11

New Y9

Gold
Arnold H – best in
year, best in school

Silver
Jed S – best in year
Ariol M

Silver
Thomas W
Kutay M
Alden W
Danny W
Joseph P
Ruben M
Max G

Bronze
Charlie W
Saffi S
Agnes H

Bronze
Ronnie F
Owen O
Selin C
Felix D
Max M

New Y8
Gold
Arthur C – best in
year, best in school
Joseph F
Silver
Alexander M
Veton T
Bronze
Jaiden B
Ben B
Sam S
Luca D

When I first saw some of Oyku’s illustrations on a trip to Ms Frye’s
classroom, I knew they’d be perfect for the cover of the student
planner! Featuring an array of characters which looked like they
were inspired directly from our diverse student body, I couldn’t
wait to get her on-board. I was then so impressed by the front
cover artwork she created, I commissioned her to design a
further set of illustrations for the dress code page. The previous
artwork was in dire need of
updating and Oyku did a
fantastic job at showing
that the dress code is the
same for everybody and
injected the page with her
much needed signature
style.
Oyku was also diligent and
flexible and was rewarded
for her work with a £100
Cass Art voucher to spend
on future supplies. I wish
her all the best in her future
career.
Yana Markey
Communications Officer

Science, Technology,
Engineering, Arts and Maths
This year we have piloted a series
of workshops and opportunities
for our students to explore
STEAM through practical handson activities. This will reinforce
learning, build connections and
develop the creative, adaptable
problem solvers our economy
increasingly needs.

On 18 October, Mr Mountford’s
Y8 science class fused together
art and technology as they took
part in a stop motion animation
workshop delivered by the
Linnean Society. The completed
work was then entered into the
annual BioMedia Meltdown
Competition run by the Linnean
Society. The competition gives
students the opportunity to
show off their understanding of
science using their creative skills
and produce a piece of creative
media linked to natural history.
Students and parents attended
the celebration ceremony on 28
March at the Linnean Society in
Piccadilly. With over 1000 entries

to the competition we would like
to congratulate the following
students that were shortlisted
finalists, and especially Zakariye
and Antonio for winning a prize in
the stop motion category.

On Wednesday 13 March, we
visited the Big Bang Fair at the NEC
Birmingham. Students were given
the opportunity to take part and
watch over 100 activities, shows
and workshops exploring all areas
of science, technology, engineering
and maths at The Big Bang Fair.

On 1 February, Y7
students participated in a HS2 epic
workshop. Schools were invited to
host specially developed interactive
workshops, led by trained
facilitators. The event was intended
to highlight the ‘EPIC’ nature of the
challenges that engineers face and
showcase the creative, technologydriven solutions used in rail and
infrastructure industries. Jack Tame
led our students through a set of
challenges that required students
to think and work as a team of
engineers.
In other STEAM news, our artist in
residence Mark Wallinger worked
with Y12 students to develop their
drawing and recording skills in the
local environment. This included a
trip to the infamous footbridge that
connects Ingestre and Churchill
Roads which many students take for
granted on their way to school and
a nip down to down to Tufnell Park
tube station where the group came
across one of Mark’s own Labyrinth
designs! Mark and the students
talked about finding inspiration in
the ordinary and eventually the
idea of a new piece of art for the
bridge emerged. We are hoping
everyone will get to see the work
generated as part of the Assembly
Hall re-launch.
Gwen Frye
Creative Arts and
Technology Head of Faculty

Mark Wallinger and the
students of @Acland_Burghley
have been working on their
designs for the bridge today.
The bridge sits next to the
school and connects the
community. The art they cover
the bridge with will reflect the
bridging of the community.
@ArtistsIR (Artists in Residence)
on 10 July

Designer
Maker User
In June, students explored
the 'Designer Maker User'
exhibition at the Design
Museum to gain an insight
into product development.
Students also visited the gift
shop where they gained
inspiration for products that
could be made to solve
problems.
Asma Ali
Subject Leader
Design and Technology

Breaking News
The annual Dance Show on
22 May has been the most
ambitious yet. Students brought
the news, world events and
the media into their routines
and took the audience on a
journey as if they were reading
a newspaper as they impressed
with their technical skills and
clever handling of the topics.
Yana Markey
Communications Officer

Drama roundup
In May our Y9 students
performed a comical
production of Philip Ridley’s
‘Sparkleshark’ to a packed
out audience, it was lovely
to see some new students
getting involved as well as a
number of familiar faces taking
part in both performance and
backstage roles. Well done
Y9 for a thoroughly enjoyable
performance.
More recently six of our new
Y8s delighted audiences
at the Arts Exhibition event
with a showcase of hilarious
clowning sketches. These
students rehearsed during
their lunch break to build upon
the excellent work they had
achieved in lessons and had
their audience laughing out
loud – not an easy feat!

Our sixth formers have
been creating original
and sophisticated
interpretations of classic
and contemporary texts for
their exam performances.
Our Y13 Drama and
Theatre students performed
a hilarious production of
‘The Importance of Being
Earnest’, followed by a
dark and hard hitting
performance of ‘People,
Places and Things’ to the
visiting examiner and a
captivated audience of
Y10 English students.
Our Y12 Performing Arts
students
joined with
students
from
Highgate
Wood to
take part
in a Frantic
Assembly
workshop
to support
their studies,
taking full
advantage
of the expertise and
creativity of this very
popular and dynamic
physical theatre company.
They have worked hard
this term to implement
the strategies learnt in
the workshop to develop
their emotional and heartwarming performances
of ‘Love Song’ as well
as their Unit 3 devised
performances on the topics
of identity and mental
health.
Our Y13 Performing
Arts students have
been researching how
performing arts can
benefit our community,
culminating in a clever
and comical performance
for a number of Y4 and Y6
students from local primary
schools. The students
used well known fairy tale
characters to encourage
the primary school children
to surround themselves
with people who will
support them to achieve
their dreams. We wish all
our Y13 students the very
best in achieving their own
dreams for the future.

In July, our collaboration with
the whole Creative Arts faculty
on the production of ‘Wendy &
Peter Pan’ showcased stunning
performances from a huge
number of students across all
year groups at the end of the
academic year. The talent from
the students made it impossible
to pick out any individual stand
out performances and we are
so proud of everyone who took
part. Our triple-threat performers,
showed the flair and passion they
have for the performing arts and
our rapidly growing technical
team displayed their skills in
lighting, sound, costume, set
design and stage management
creating the truly magical
atmosphere of Neverland.
Special thanks go to our Y12
performing arts students who
stepped in last minute to fly our
performers around the stage.
In March, our Y11 leavers
produced fantastic practical
work, staging extracts of
Shakespeare’s ‘The Tempest’
for their Component 03 exam,
coming up with unique and
exciting interpretations of this
classic comedy set in locations
ranging from a modern day
jungle to a magical woodland
inspired by Pinocchio and
puppetry! Our visiting examiner
expressed how impressed he was
with the sophistication of some
of the written coursework as well
as the practical performances.
We were very proud of their
final performances and the
professionalism they displayed.
Our new Y11s have also been
working hard on the first year
of their GCSE course including,
among other things, a trip to
Jacksons Lane Theatre to see
Vamos Theatre’s full masked
production of A Brave Face.
Most students had never seen
a production like this so it was
a really valuable experience
and we highly recommend this
company to anyone who enjoys
the theatre. They have all been
learning how to write essays as an
audience member to show their
understanding and appreciation
of live theatre, in preparation for
their 2020 exam.
Lana Bel Robinson
Subject Leader - Drama

LAMDA Success
Acland Burghley students have had a
fantastic first year in their LAMDA studies,
culminating in a rapturously received showcase in June. Students
from all year groups wowed the audience with their exceptional
performances of a range of monologues and duologues. The
LAMDA private acting classes have proved incredibly popular
with students and parents alike. There are still a few places left. If
you would like to know more about the programme or read what
parents have been saying, visit www.louderdrama.com or contact
Acland Burghley's resident LAMDA tutor Luke on hello@louderdrama.
com. Watch this space for results on students’ examined pieces!

Burghley’s rugby girl

Y7 boys at an Arsenal Community game on 9 May

Matilda Nayar in Y10 has been playing rugby
for Old Albanian Saints team for several years
and was selected to play for Hertfordshire
county under 15s in May. During the bank
holiday weekend her U15s OAS team played
at the Worthing Girls tournament and beat
all the other teams to win in the final against
Reading.

Our PE stars in the press
Comeback Cameron
In May, Hampstead FC celebrated winning
the Watford Friendly League Challenge Cup
5-1. But the game’s star striker, our very own
Cameron Hannah who scored a hat-trick
of goals, once feared that he might never
be able to play football again. Cameron
Hannah spent almost a year on the sidelines after suffering a tibial tuberosity avulsion
fracture – an injury just below the knee
which prevented him from even being able
to bend his leg. He made a full recovery
however and went on to make a pivotal
contribution to the lads’ last game together.
Cameron said: “I’m happy to score a hattrick to help secure our final win and win the
trophy for our coaches, as they have made
us the players we are today.”
You can read more about it in Islington’s
Tribune article from the 23 May 2019 entitled
‘Comeback kid’s hat-trick lights up end of an
era’.

Burghley’s rugby girl Matilda Nayar

Comeback kid Cameron Hannah fourth from right, top row

Sasha signs for an all-boys
team and gives back
Our student Sasha talked to Camden New
Journal about being the only girl in an all
boys football team and the funding she
secured from Camden Council alongside
Bloomsbury FA to run free football sessions for
8-13 year-olds over the Summer Holidays on
2 August. To any girls feeling apprehensive
about trying football, Sasha would say “I
would tell them to be themselves. This day
and age is very much different to how it
used to be. Even my friends are watching
the Women’s World Cup, Everybody was
watching it. I think it helps them be more
excited by it.”
She also added: “If they mess up? It’s what
boys do in football anyway. Boys mess up as
well. It’s not like boys are going to be perfect
at the sport, or girls will be perfect. It’s more
about coming together and doing something
that they all love together.”
Read the full article in Camden New Journal
entitled ‘Get stuck in!, says teenage girl who
signed for an all-boys team’.
Yana Markey
Communications Officer

Football pioneers Paris Francis-Roach and Sasha Lewin

Scientific discovery
Hypothesis: To see if a three day
trip to Wales in July would allow our
Y12 A level Biologists and Applied
Science BTEC students to become
at one with nature while collecting
data so that they can learn and
utilise their statistical skills.
Equipment: 23 apprehensive
students, 2 overwhelmingly positive
members of staff and lots and lots of
snacks for the journey (oh and great
playlists for Ms Arunagiri’s bus!)
Method used:
1. We made the long journey
down to Margam Field Studies
Centre in Wales
2. Students went straight out
to work on learning about
Terrestrial Sampling Techniques
on the sand dunes. There
was the frequent squeal and
complaint about “nature”
and the wonderful and
plentiful creatures that they
had to work alongside. Using
the identification keys given,
students slowly started to relax
into country life.
3. The next day, students had
much fun carrying out a series
of mini investigations in the
rock pools at Bracelet Bay
in Swansea. A few of them
completed challenges such
as finding a crab and trying
to catch a fish with their bare
hands!
4. After a very enjoyable ice
cream had whilst looking down
at the incredible views of the
bay, the students carried out
statistical analysis on the data
that they had collected to see
if there was any variation in the
size and shape of limpets in
contrasting conditions on the
shore.
5. On the final day, the Applied
Science students continued
with their write up of their
limpet investigation whilst the
Y12 A level biologists walked
to Nant Philip River where they
all got into the river to look
at freshwater adaptations of
both plants and animals. They
used kick sampling to collect
a variety of different creatures.
By this point, students were fully
immersed in their surroundings
and there were no shrieks or
cries for help, showing how far
they had come since day 1!

Conclusion: Much fun was had
while collecting and analysing data.
Students fed the goats, managed
to get close and personal with deer
and marvelled at the beauty of
Bracelet Bay.
Hiri Arunagiri
Science Teacher & Lead Practitioner

British Science Week
Creepy crawlies, methane bubbles
and the Van de Graaff generator
were just some of the interactive
and interesting lessons and lunch
time activities that took place during
Science Week 8-17 March.
Science Week got off to a damp
start with all the inclement weather
around, which may have something
to do with global warming and the
effects of humans on the planet. This
leads us perfectly into the exciting
and interesting world of plastics and
how our reliance and disposal of
them is creating an accumulation
of particulates that are flowing
steadily into our seas and oceans.
Y9 students conducted some
simple experiments to analyse the
amount of plastic fibres there are in
fleece tops. You would not think a
normal fleece that you wear on a
typical cold March day would even
contain plastic, but the students
were amazed to discover the
large amount of small plastic fibres,
designed to keep you warm, that fall
out during a wash and eventually
flow down the drain and into the
sea. Students went away thinking
about the devastating effect this has
on marine life and also organisms
further up the food chain, ultimately
leading right back to us humans.
On Monday, Mr Ray, the new Head
of Science, ran a lunchtime session
on the extraction of DNA from
strawberries. A group of Y7s were
eagerly anticipating the opening
of the doors and soon they were
crushing strawberries and going
through the extraction process. As
all you budding amateur scientists
will know, DNA is present in every
cell of all plants and animals and
determines all genetic traits of the
individual organism. To extract the
DNA, students used soap to dissolve
the cell membranes, then added
salt to release the DNA strands by
breaking up the protein chains that
hold the nucleic acids together,
and finally used ice cold isopropyl

alcohol to extract the DNA, as it is
not soluble and rises to the top of
the solution.
How do you make a jelly baby
scream?
This is the question that has been
perplexing some of the greatest
scientific minds from Newton to
Einstein, but on Wednesday our
very own Ms Mohamoud answered
that question, surrounded by the
next generation of scientists. Ms
Mohamoud certainly demonstrated
how to make a jelly baby scream,
well so would you if you
were shoved into a test
tube with potassium
chlorate and heated until
you melted.
As all good science
students should know,
potassium chlorate is a
really good oxidising agent
and oxidises the sugar in
the jelly babies, making
them scream. I once ate
a whole packet of jelly
babies and that made me
scream!
On Tuesday Mr Ray had
a hair raising experience,
using a Van de Graaff
generator. Once the
VDG is up and running it
generates static electricity
and if you touch it, your
hair will literally stand on
end, as these photos
unfortunately do not
demonstrate.
Landing on Mars has
been the subject of much
discussion recently and
Science Week students
across Y8 were given the
task of designing their very own Mars
lander. They were shown a video by
The Jet Propulsion Lab (the people
that build the rockets for NASA) to
see how difficult a challenge it is; the
lander has to survive temperatures
of 4,000°C, speeds of 10,000 mph,
and protect billions of pounds
worth of equipment, not to mention
astronauts. Here at Acland Burghley
School, with our more modest
budget, the lander was replaced by
a plastic cup (recyclable, of course)
and for the equipment or astronauts
– two marshmallows. The students
then went about building their Mars
landers. The photos will show how
competitive they were and some of

the designs were truly innovative and
most importantly, worked. The biggest
challenge was making sure nobody ate
the astronauts.
‘The Zoo visits Acland Burghley’,
was the tag line for a Mr Mountford
inspired session on snakes, a bearded
dragon (reptile), hissing cockroaches
and a giant tarantula. Students were
enthralled by the bearded dragon and
creepy crawlies but the clear favourite
was the snake. Unfortunately, for one
particular science teacher the sight
of the tarantula was enough to make
him run away down the
corridor.
For our final Science Week
showcase we thought we
would bring the house
down by setting fire to
some students. Once all the
relevant waivers had been
signed, the immensely
popular “methane bubble”
experiment was started.
A queue of students lined
up outside Mr Mountford’s
lab to have their hands set
on fire. Most were there to
experience the spectacle,
some for second degree
burns and an excuse to
avoid period 5 with Mr
Stainsby! I should add, no
students were harmed
during Science Week.
At the end of a successful
and full science week,
thanks must go to Mr
Mountford for organising
Zoo Lab, Mr Ray for
giving up his lunch times
to do experiments, Ms
Mohamoud for making
the jelly babies scream,
Mr Stainsby for putting
together all the lesson resources and for
Ms Ozatinc, Mr McHugh, Ms Arunagiri,
Mr Shufflebotham, Mr Peara and Mr
Ahmed for running all the lessons’
activities. A special mention and
gratitude to the amazing Curriculum
Technicians in science for all their hard
work putting together these experiments
and cleaning up afterwards.
Looking forward to next year already!
Chiranjib Ray
Head of Science

Exploring Hinduism

Students moved by Holocaust survivor
On Friday 28 June, Holocaust
survivor Vera Schaufeld visited
a group of our new Y10 History
students to give her testimony.
Vera grew up in Czechoslovakia
where she experienced the rise
of anti-Semitism following Hitler’s
rise to power. Aged 9 her parents
arranged for her to be taken to
Britain on the Kindertransport,
a train that evacuated Jewish
children from across Nazi controlled
Europe and brought them safely
to Britain where they were looked
after by host families.
Vera was taken to Bury St
Edmonds, where she met her host
parents, and her host sister Betty
who became a life-long friend.
Adjusting to life in Britain without her
family was very hard, especially as
initially she did not speak
English, but she managed
to make good friends at
her school, many of
whom she still knows
today. She went on to
get married and have
children, and later
became a teacher.
Students and staff were
incredibly moved by Vera’s
testimony, which enhanced their
study of Nazi Germany at KS4,
and also raised awareness of
persecution around the world
today.

As David A in Y10 said:
“It was a really incredible
opportunity to meet Vera. Her
story really made me think a
bit more about the emotions
of people going through the
war, as opposed to the facts
and figures we normally
learn about. I got the chance
to see the Kindertransport
memorial at Liverpool Street
Station after the talk, which
was really touching. Many
thanks to Vera for telling us
her story.”
We are very grateful to Vera
for sharing her testimony with
us and hope to see her again
in future.
Rachael Moss
Subject Leader for History

On 6 June, tutor groups
discussed why DDay is an
important day in history and
remembered the lives lost
during the DDay Landings.

The whole of Y7 went on a Religious
Education trip to Bhaktivedanta
Manor Hindu Temple near Watford
across three consecutive Fridays on
22 March, 29 March and 5 April. The
trip consolidated the learning that
students had done in the Exploring
Hinduism unit of work as part of
the Humanities Y7 course. Students
were treated to an immersive
experience of Hinduism through a
range of activities. The days started
off with a tour of the communities
farm with an opportunity to feed
the 'holy' cows, take a ride of a bull
cart and see food being made from
the cow’s milk. This was followed
by an interactive talk in the manor
house, involving students dressing
up as Hindu deities. The manor
house was donated to the Krishna
Consciousness movement by the
late Beatle, George Harrison. This
was followed by a run around the
George Harrison Memorial Garden,
where students searched for his song
lyrics written in numerous places.
Dressing up as Indian princes and
princesses was next on the schedule,
which prepared students to enter
modestly into the shrine room,
where the onsite primary school
students performed the ecstatic
kirtan music along to the Arti fire
ceremony. Our students were
very respectful whilst observing
the worship and were a credit to
the school. Bellies were rumbling
from all of the activity and
students were delighted to be
served an authentic Indian sit
down lunch, which was clearly
made with love and devotion
judging by the delicious taste and
positive student reaction. Students
spent some spare change in the
souvenir shop after lunch and those
interested had their faces painted in
an Indian style.
All in all, the trips were a great
success with overwhelming positive
student feedback. Some students
even mentioned that it was the
highlight of their whole school year.
One member of staff at the venue
commented that our school were
the best they had ever received in
their 20 year career. I think that we
can certainly be very proud of our
students.
Luke Browne
Head of Religious Education

Languages
Our new Y11 have just completed their full set of oral
exams and some of them have given very impressive
performances. They are expected to do a role-play
and talk about a photo that they have not prepared
and then have a conversation about topics they have
prepared.
We would like to congratulate some of
the outstanding oral exams:
Y11 Spanish: Eze D, Alden W, Zainab A
and Owen O.
Y11 French: Max G, Rosin D, Gabi S,
Louis S.
For Y10 French, Leon B produced an
outstanding piece of writing on the
topic of Les Fêtes for his assessment.
In Spanish, Y10 Amir B has made an
amazing start to GCSE Spanish and
French!
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We would also like to congratulate our
Vocabexpress leaders. Completing the
Vocabexpress learning directly correlates
to success in exams and making outstanding progress
in languages.
Y11 Spanish: Alden, Jamie, Eze, Oscar, Caitlin, Max,
Y11 French: Max, Asha, Joseph P, Thomas W
Y10 Spanish: Amir, Lana, Wilf, Julian, Christian
Y10 French: Ilayda, Alfie-Tiger
Y9 Spanish: Benar, Mattis, Sean, Evan, Jed, Luka,
Aidan
Y9 French: Muntaha, Edie, Khaled, Reg, Tanis, Arif,
Marlie

Sociology and policy
On 4 April, Y13 Sociology students gained an insight
into a potential career path in Policy from LaSWAP
alumnus and Director of Campaigns, Policy and
Research at the Children’s Society Peter Grigg. Like
them, Peter studied Sociology A level at LaSWAP. He
then went on to study social policy and government
at LSE, a pathway that eventually led him to running
focus groups for Philip Gould, Tony Blair and New
Labour. Afterwards he moved into working as a
policy adviser in a further education charity trying
to influence government decision making. Now
he grapples with issues of social problems facing
young people such as marginalisation and lack
of funding at the Children’s Society. The students
were interested in hearing what he had to say and
learned more about how issues that affect them are
shaped at government level.
Yana Markey
Communications Officer

Y8 Spanish: Jack, Sam D, Nathan L, Isabella
Y8 French: Gracie, Aisha, Diego, Lir, Kacey, Joshua,
Josepha, Cyrus, Joe F, Jasmine, Jack Z
Special mention also to the following groups.
Ms Jacob would like to congratulate her Y9 French
students who completed a comic strip following the
study of a poem by Jacques Prévert "Déjeuner du
Matin". Commendation goes to Archie C and Sandro
B.
Y9 French students also made a French breakfast for
their family while Ms Short’s Y8 French class finished the
year with a crêpe competition. Congratulations to Joe
F, Charlie D, Sol P, Henry D, Jaiden B. The class tasted
them all and voted for the winning pancakes made
by Deniz C.
Bethan Williams
Languages Teacher

Keeping in touch

Did you know our bulletin is emailed out to families every Friday afternoon? If you are not receiving it, please
update the school with your contact information by emailing info@aclandburghley.camden.sch.uk.
The families bulletin can also be found through the 'Weekly Bulletin' button on the school website home page:
www.aclandburghley.camden.sch.uk and under 'News & Events'.
A range of other useful information can also be found on the school website.

Want to keep up to date with the latest news, events and
local opportunities?
Like our Facebook page www.facebook.com/aclandburghleyschool
Or follow us on twitter: @Acland_Burghley to receive updates

Contact us
Burghley Road, London, NW5 1UJ
info@aclandburghley.camden.sch.uk
020 7485 8515

